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 What is a patent?  Why file? 
◦ Patents protect new and useful: 

 Methods (including methods performed by software) 

 Machines 

 Compositions of matter (widgets) 

 Business Methods (for now) 

 Genetically modified organisms 

 
◦ Do NOT protect 

 Abstract ideas 

 Laws of nature 

 Software code (use a copyright for that) 

 Things that are naturally occurring 

 Devices used for illegal purposes 
 
◦ Provide limited monopoly for 20 years from date of filing. 
  
◦ Only enforceable in the countries that you file (and pay $$ for)– 

there is no “worldwide patent”. 
 

◦ Provisional patent applications only last for one year.  See:  What 
is a Provisional Patent  
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       Published Non provisional patent application                  vs.                     Published Patent 
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Patent No. 
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Abstract 
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•Abstract 

Drawings / Figures 
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Parts to a Patent 
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Available Online at:  http://patentfile.org/how-to-search-provisional-patents/ 
 
 

Google 

Patents 

•Go to: google.com/patents - choose “advanced search” 

•Keyword search by most restrictive fields first (ie: title, inventor, claims, abstract) then try the whole document search if that fails.  Be creative with your 

keywords and think of synonyms. 

•Make sure both “Issued Patents” and “Applications” boxes are checked. 

•Once you find relevant patents, browse related patents by clicking on “referenced by” or “citations” links  (example on next slides) – make note of the 

patent class for each patent 

USPTO 

Search 

•USPTO.gov – click on “Search” in left hand column. 

•Must search separately for Issued Patents and Pending Patent Applications 

•Use “Quick Search” option. 

•Keyword search by most restrictive fields first (ie: title, inventor, abstract) then try the whole document search if that 

fails.  Be creative with your keywords and think of synonyms. 

USPTO Class 

Search 

•Go to: http://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/  

•Enter in the patent class and/or sub-class from your google search, or try to keyword search 

•Once you identify the proper class/sub-class (you may have several of them), click on these links to view all published 

patens and patent applications in this area. 
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 My Invention: A canoe seat that is foldable 
and has a drink holder and is also able to 
float in case of emergency.   
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 Start with 
www.google/patents 
Advanced Search 

◦ Search most restrictive 
fields first: 

 Title 

 Inventor 

 Claims 

 Abstract 

 Entire document 

 

◦ Search both patents 
and applications 
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 My first keyword search did not yield any results in a title, abstract, 
or full document search so I changed my terms to be less restrictive 
and used “canoe seat” in a new title search and got 12 hits: 
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   After looking at the 
figures and reading 
the abstract, this is 
different from my 
invention.  But, lets 
make note of the 
patent class.  Notice 
how both start with 
114?  I have the 
feeling that will be 
the class for canoes 
or seats. Also, lets 
explore the 
“Citations” section 
to see if there is 
anything of interest 
there. 

Make note of the classes: 
114/347 and 114/363 

Click here to view the figures 

Click on each patent to see if its relevant 

Based on this 
information, I 
know this is old 
patent that is no 
longer in force.   
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After doing a thorough google search, move on to the USPTO.GOV website: 

 

 

 

 

Click “Search” Click “Quick Search” for both Patents and Applications 
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 Repeat same keyword search strategy as we did with Google.  Start with a 
“Patent” search and use the dropdown boxes to search each field starting 
with the most restrictive.   
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 Results 
◦ Downside of USPTO 

 No images on first 
screen 

 No pdf download 

 Poor layout 

 

◦ Based on abstract and 
viewing the figures, this 
is not the same as my 
invention. 

 

◦ Note patent class is 
again 114/347. 

 

◦ Click on References 
section to explore all 
related patents. 
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 Last Stage: Browse Patent Classifications 

◦ Most time consuming step but also most complete way to search. 

◦ Search by class number (that you previously wrote down) or by 
keyword. 

◦ Click on “A” to view all applications in that class and “P” for 
patents. 

http://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classification/ 

Turns out class 114 is for “Ships” and subclass “347” is 
Canoe or Kayak  
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 After clicking on “P” I received 279 results for patents on Canoes or Kayaks and 
related equipment.  Is there a better way?  Maybe – if you can find a more relevant 
subclass. 

Here we find there is a subclass for Canoe Chairs (114/363) 
I can click on the links to view patents and applications  

Lets try browsing to see if Canoes have any sub-sub classes 
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 So far we have just used US searching tools which will cover patents 
for the United States Only.  Each country will have their own patent 
search system. 

 Espace is the best source for European and most international 
applications: http://ep.espacenet.com/ 
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 Public Pair - http://portal.uspto.gov/external/portal/pair 

◦ Allows you to view the status of a pending patent application.  
You can read what the patent office has objected to and how 
the inventor has responded.  Very helpful if you have a similar 
invention and want to figure out how it will be examined by 
the patent office.   

 

 Firefox USPTO plugin – https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/11317/ 

◦ Allows you to view pdf files and have clickable access to patent 
assignments and other features.  VERY USEFUL. 
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